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For the 2019 animated film, see Batman: Hush (2019). Batman: HushLealing of the Collected Edition of Batman: Hush Volume 1 hardcover Jim LeePublisherDC ComicsPublication dateOctober 2002 – September 2003Genre Superhero Title(s)Batman #608 619Main character (s)Batman Hush Catwoman
SupermanCreative teamWriter (s)Jeph LoebPenciller(s)Scott WilliamsLetterer(s)Richard StarkingsColorist (s) s)Alex SinclairVolume 1ISBN 1-4012-0060-5Volume 2ISBN 1401200923Complete EditionISBN 1401223 176Deluxe hardcoverISBN 1401229921Absolute edition OF ISBN 1401204260 Batman: Hush's American
comic story arc released by DC Comics featuring superhero Batman. It was released in monthly sequels to the comic book series Batman, which ran from #608-619 in October 2002. The Arc of the Story was written by Jeph Loeb, written by Jim Lee, written by Scott Williams, and painted by Alex Sinclair. The story
depicts a mysterious stalker named Hush who seems to intend to sabotage Batman from afar, and includes many visiting Batman villains, as well as various members of the Batman family and Batman's close ally Superman. It also explores the romantic potential between Batman and Catwoman. [1] The history of the
release of Batman: Hush was published in monthly sequels within the comic series Batman, running from the release of #608-619 (October 2002-September 2003) to DC Comics. The first number of port stories was a successful placement on 1. [2] It was later collected in two volumes as hardcover and softcover, and
later in 2005 in the oversized Absolute Batman: Hush hardcover slipcase. DC Comics published the arc of the story in a single volume in August 2009. Hardcover collected an edition with jim lee's artwork entirely in the form of a pen, titled Batman: Hush Unwrapped Deluxe Edition, published on 22 October. The story
begins with Batman rescuing a boy kidnapped by a Croc killer when Catwoman steals a ransom for the boy. As Batman passes through Gotham city in pursuit of her, his catcher is cut and he falls to the ground, breaking his skull. He was almost killed by a group of criminals before he was rescued by Huntress. His butler,
Alfred Pennyworth, follows his instructions to call his childhood friend, Thomas Elliot, who is now a well-known neurosurgeon. Dr. Elliot is removing parts of the skull from Bruce's brain. Batman is recovering and reveals that Poison Ivy used Catwoman to steal the ransom before he took her money. Catwoman is furious
when she finds out that Ivy used mind control powers on her. Batman saves Catwoman and a weak romance blossoms between them. Batman eventually decides to trust Catwoman and reveals her identity. At this point, the growing savagery (and diminishing humanity) of the Croc killer allows him to escape the Arkham
asylum, and Batman immediately follows him. Killer Croc takes Batman to one of Poison Ivy's Greenhouses. Before he can be questioned further, killer Croc is caught. Batman and Catwoman follow Poison Ivy to Metropolis. That's where they discovered that Ivy had taken control of Superman, and she ordered the Man of
Steel to kill Batman. Batman notes that Superman subconsciously resists Ivy's influence, refraining from trying to kill the hooded crusader. Using a variety of weapons, including flashbang grenades, hypersonics, electric shocks and kryptonite sprinklers to defend against Superman, Batman stops Superman while
Catwoman lets Lois Lane fall off the Daily Planet building. Superman got rid of Ivy's control to save Lois, he and Batman caught Ivy. Later, in Gotham City, Bruce Wayne, Selina Kyle, Leslie Thompkins and Dr. Elliot attend the Pagliacci opera, when Harley Quinn tries to rob everyone in the theater. In the fight that
followed, Dr. Elliot was allegedly killed by the Joker. The furious Batman begins brutally beating the Joker, knocking out Harley Quinn and even Catwoman in the process when they both tried to intervene. Batman tries to finally kill the Joker, but is then disirritated by former police chief James Gordon, who intervened by
superficially wounding Batman with a firearm. Dick Grayson is returning to Gotham City for Elliot's funeral. Batman tells him of his doubts that some brain is behind all his enemies by behaving so out of character. Behind the scenes, a man with a twisted face appears at all the crime scenes, and he seems to be
orchestrating the action. He comes to be called Hush. After thwarting the robbery of an armored vehicle by Riddler, Nightwing and Batman reveal evidence that Ra's al Ghul was also involved in what Batman considers a major plot. Batman kidnaps Ra's daughter Talia and leaves Catwoman to watch her while she
searches for Ra's, who tells Batman that someone from his past used one of Lazarus's pits. Catwoman outnumbered Lady Shiva who was sent to save Talia, but Talia knocked out Shiva and helped Catwoman recover from the attack, later referring to those events with Batman. Returning to Gotham, Batman finds
Catwoman attacked by the deluded Huntress. Batman's able to knock her out, but then he comes across the cause of huntress attack, Scarecrow, but he overpowered him in the cemetery. He reveals that the current Robin, Tim Drake, was captured by former second Robin, Jason Todd, who had previously died during
an event in the 1988 story Batman: Death in the Family. As he fights Jason, it becomes apparent that Clayface is imitating Jason's identity. Batman then finds a device placed in his computer, leading him to search for his old friend (and trusted mechanic) Harold. He has a late-night meeting with Harold, who has been
missing since the 1999 story No Man's Land. Harold admits that someone treated his disfigured condition in exchange for setting up that device, but he was also shot. By Hush before appointing the main organizer. It was discovered that Thomas Elliot was the trigger man, and the face behind the bend of the main
organizer (it is later understood that Clayface impersonated Elliot when he appeared to have been killed). Elliot has been resentful of the Wayne family ever since Batman's father, Dr. Thomas Wayne, saved the life of Elliot's mother after a motor vehicle accident; Elliot sabotaged his parents' vehicle to gain their
inheritance, and he regarded Bruce's father as the one who wouldn't let his plan be completed. In the confrontation that followed, Elliot was shot by a reborn Harvey Dent and falling into the water, with Batman never having a chance to break him up (it's assumed only that it was Thomas Elliot). His body can't be found. In
the epilogue of his confrontation with Elliot, Batman discovers that the real mastermind of the conspiracy is the Riddler. Batman realized it was riddler when he didn't use his real name in Elliot's medical records, but the name of the crossword inventor, Arthur Wynne. Riddler used the Lazarus Pit to cure himself of terminal
brain cancer, and during his time in the pit, he gave Batman's identity to Bruce Wayne. After first approaching Thomas Elliot with a cure for his mother's disease (Lazarus Pit), Riddler instead teamed up with Elliot against Wayne. Riddler was also the only villain batman didn't believe acted in an unusual way throughout
the whole saga; Robbery Batman foiled is pretty typical of riddler at the time. Riddler also tells him that he and Elliot talked about the plot as a conspiracy, Hush. He further reveals that he knows Batman's identity as Wayne, but Batman is unhappy because a conundrum that everyone knows would be worthless to Riddler.
In addition, Batman warns that if Riddler reveals his secrets, it exposes Riddler as the culprit who used Ra's al Ghul's Lazarus Pit, which would then send the League of Assassins after him. Another mystery begins to plague the Dark Knight. Although it has been revealed that the man he fought with in Clayface
Cemetery, Jason Todd's remains are still being found missing from his grave. Riddler even mocks Batman for his biggest failure to save Jason's life, and refuses to tell him where Jason's body is, which led Batman to knock out Riddler. In the final scene, batman and catwoman meet. She still can't be trusted and can't be
sure she's more aware of the plot than she admits. As she tries to comfort him, Catwoman inadvertently tells him to shut up for a second before trying to kiss him, provoking a furious reaction from Batman that forces her to end the relationship. Before he left, she said she didn't care if their relationship started as a spell. It
works because of who they are, and one day they'll learn to believe it. Batman also thinks it might be possible someday. Aftermath Artist Jim Lee signs copies of two-year-old softcover edition at Midtown Comics Manhattan After the success of the story, Lee and Loeb were supposed to follow the story with six more
questions, but the project failed to materialize. Hush's story was continued by AJ Lieberman in the now-de abolished title of Batman: Gotham Knights. An element of the plot involving Jason Todd was later re-released in other Batman stories. In the harbor under the hood, it was discovered that Batman was actually
fighting the real Jason Todd in the cemetery, who later swapped places with Clayface. Todd is now a vigilante known as the Red Hood and aims to dominate the Gotham underground through vicious tactics. It is also revealed that Batman suspected it was really Jason Todd with whom he was struggling; He secretly
realizes that, despite the alleged impostor imitating Dick Grayson and Tim Drake in skills, some of his manoeuvres inadvertently belonged to Jason. His former protégé has been stalking him ever since. This is evident during the arched stories of The Crow Flying, where jason's mask is shown to be found in the
Batmobile. After Jason revealed himself to Batman and kidnapped the Joker, he not only antagonizes Batman and his allies in Gotham, but also confronts teen Titans, Outsiders and Green Arrow. At the same time, the Dark Knight was desperately trying to reach Jason in an effort to make up for his past failures. After the
2005-2006 story Infinite Crisis, Riddler spent a year in a coma and lost his memory of ever knowing batman was Bruce Wayne. Hush's story is traced to the story of Paul Dini and Dustin Nguyen, The Heart of Hush, where Hush returns to take revenge on Batman via Catwoman and surgically changes his appearance to
match Bruce Wayne's attempt to steal his identity. The series was praised for adding backstoy and depth to the hush character as it put him back into a credible threat. The origin story for Hush was given in the detective comic #846-847. The critical reaction of IGN Comics was classified by Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 Batman:
Hush #10 on the list of 25 greatest Batman graphic novels, saying there are some truly memorable moments and Jim Lee's artwork is incredible. [4] Collected editions The whole story was collected in two volumes and later into one volume. Batman: Hush (320 pages, paperback, August 2009, ISBN 1-4012-2317-6;
unseen deluxe hardcover, July 2011, ISBN 1-4012-2992-1; 372 pages, absolute edition hardcover, December 2011, ISBN 1-4012-0426-0) Batman: Hush Volume One collects (Batman vol. 1 #608-612 and story from Wizard magazine #0, 128 pages, paperback, August 2004, ISBN 1-4012-0060-5) Batman: Hush Volume
Two (collected by Batman vol. 1 #613-619, 192 pages, paperback, November 200 4., ISBN 1-4012-0092-3) Batman Noir: Hush Volume 1 and 2 In other media Television March 1, 2007. producer Alan Burnett stated that they tried to adapt the arc of the story Batman: Hush in an episode of Rumors the Batman. However,
in the end, DC executives convinced the production team not to Instead, there was silence for the episode and the original villain Rumor, voiced by Ron Perlman. [5] In 2010, when Bruce Timm was asked whether the film Batman: Hush would be released in the future as part of the DC Universe Animated Original Films,



he declared that in addition to Batman: The Long Halloween, the arc of the story serves more as a comic book than a movie, but that Batman: Hush can also serve as a TV series. [6] After the successful reception of the film Batman vs. Dracula, producer Jeff Matsuda tried to make a second Batman movie called Batman
vs. Batman v. Superman: I'm not going to do it. Hush, an adaptation of the arc story Batman: Hush. The film would also include appearances by the Joker, Catwoman, Clayface, Penguin, Mr. Freeze and Riddler. However, the project never materialized. [7] Both Kevin Conroy and Mark Hamill teased the filming of the
animated film Batman: Hush. On August 30, 2017, Conroy said that while plans for the adaptation had yet to begin, he would like to make it. [9] In July 2018, an animated adaptation was announced set in the DC Animated Movie Universe during San Diego Comic-Con, featuring a gauntlet of Batman villains including
Poison Ivy, Ra's al Ghul, the Joker and, of course, the mystery villain Husha with bandages. Starring Jason O'Mara, Jerry O'Connell, Rebecca Romijn, Rainn Wilson, Sean Maher, Bruce Thomas, Vanessa Williams and Stuart Allan who reprise their roles from previous DCAMU films are reprised by new additions Jennifer
Morrison, Peyton R. List, Maury Sterling, Geoffrey Arend, Jason List, Adam Gifford, Peyton List and Dachie Alessio. The film was released july 19, 2019 on DVD and Blu-ray,[10] and depicts numerous comic diffusions: It's Bane who kidnaps a child instead of Killer Croc; Clayfaces takes the form of Riddler, imprisoned in
the Arkham asylum, in place of Jason Todd; Riddler was identified as Hush instead of Thomas Elliot, whom he killed. [quote required] References ^ Wallace, Dan (2008). Batman. In Dougall, Alastair (ed.). DC Comics encyclopedia. London: Dorling Kindersley. P. 40-44. ISBN 0-7566-4119-5. ^ Top 300 comics -- October
2002 icv2.com 2008-03-24. ^ A look at what is in preparation for the spring 2011 collected editions. dcu.blog.dccomics.com. Archived from the original on 2010-08-19. Returned 2010-09-18. ^ Goldstein, Hilary (June 13, 2005). 25 greatest Batman graphic novels. Ign. News Corporation. Archived from the original 21st
century. ^ Comics Continuum by Rob Allstetter. March www.comicscontinuum.com, 2007 ( ^ Marnell, Blair. 'Green Lantern' and 'Wonder Woman' Animated sequels don't happen, says Bruce Timm. MTV News. ^ MacNabb, Matt. Batman v Superman: Dawn of Hush wrote off the DTV animated film. Legionsofgotham.org
2013-10. ^ Mark Hamill &amp; Kevin Conroy Tease Hush &amp; Death in the Family Animated Films. It's ScreenGeek. September 5, 2016 - 12:06PM ^ Conroy, Kevin (20 August 2017). There are no plans yet for Hush, but I'd like to record it. 'Batman: Hush' Animated film announced. July comicbook.com, 2018 -2019
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